
 

 

32. MECHANICAL TIGHTNESS TESTING BENCH 

Scope of the application When components assembled in a functional subgroup feature safety functions, controlling the 

correct mounting and the integrity of every part is necessary. 

This test bench is based on a pressing system and verifies 100% of the parts, adapting to different 

models of finished products featuring different dimensions and physical specifications. At the positive 

end of the cycle a label is printed. 

The presence of the label is a necessary condition for the entering of the component in the finished 

product assembly line. 

The part object of the test is a plastic safety mushroom head button, due to protect the grinding unit 

of automatic coffee machines and connected to the hopper containing the coffee grains. 

  

Controls 

 

Tests consist of measurement of force and movement, these values must comply with the acceptable 

range specific for every different product model. 

The products are composed by 3 different plastic parts fitted each other: hopper, protection support 

and mushroom head. The support is fixed to the mushroom head with a screw and then the two parts 

are fitted to the hopper. 

The first test consists of pressing the mushroom head with a set force and controlling the movement 

of the part to verify the correct screwing of the protection on the support. 

The second consists of pressing the support and controlling the safety systems do not allow the 

hopper to uncouple and the plastic materials do not have a deformation higher than a maximum value 

previously set and programmable. 

  

Software solutions The control system is based on a PC and the SyTest software. The configuration of the control 

parameters are defined by the Quality Control Dpt.. Through the proper interface operators alos 

perform the control and calibration of the system using Golden Samples (automatically requested by 

the system at set times). Only complying with this control cycle allows use of the machine for 

standard production. 

Different levels of users profile allow for relevant manager to perform the calibration required for the 

measurement devices. 

Diagnostics is included in the system, and manual movements to perform maintenance. 

  



 

 

     

 


